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About This Game

As a member of Delta Force — The Army's Elite, top secret special forces unit — the word 'impossible' is not in your
vocabulary. In Delta Force, you will conduct missions swiftly and silently, in every possible terrain, under every imaginable

condition and through unconventional means.
Features

Immersive environment consists of real-world effects, such as bridges that creak, insects that buzz, flocks of birds that
form and re-form, and fish that bite.

Watch your enemy's every move, listen for their approach then strike with brutal precision over the most heartbreaking
pieces of terrain the world has ever seen.

Play in either 1st or 3rd person across miles and miles of vast outdoor environments. Engage the enemy over
unprecedented distances.

Play over 40 gut-wrenching missions across five continents ranging from airfield takedowns in Central Asia to clearing
out S. American cartels to stopping Nuclear terrorism in Northern Russia.
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Really nice and strangely relaxing game, I don't really enjoy the voxel graphics but they also add an unique style to the game
(this is the first voxel 3D game I've seen), weapons aren't many but the ones in the game are good, with good sound and detail.

Your accuracy can be questionable at times (when there is no wind) but that's how it was with most old games. AI can be really
dumb at times running into walls with their bad accuracy but that doesn't ruin the experience at all.

The game has 40 missions, and every mission is unique and fun to play, not too easy not too hard.
For a oldschool military game, originally built to run on low-end Win2k machines, Delta Force is amazing game.
I recommend getting Delta Force Bootcamp bundle, all 4 games are really fun and even with the half-bad AI and dated graphics
really enjoyable!. Such a classic game! I used to play the demo which came with Comanche: Gold. I thought it was hard then
and buggy. Though it's actually easier when I play it now! It was pretty long back then, but now, I beat a mission in 5 mins!
Though I prefer it when it was longer. Memories. Don't mind the graphics, it's like 8 bits. Great game. 10/10! You have to buy it
and the other games in the series, especially Black Hawk Down! So fun!. old but dam it has actually very good gameplay and it
works on windows 10. Graphics are a little dated, but a more thrilling and realistic spec ops shooter is something I have yet to
find.... steam can't make a good port, had to copy the files from the gog version.. Holy♥♥♥♥♥♥this game is old. Still
enjoyable though. Another 10/10 for a great nostalgic game.. i bought this game for nostalgia. unfortunately it can't be
fullscreen (there is a window frame ALWAYS) plus it freezes after 30-40 minutes of gameplay. like.. completely. had to reboot
my pc 3 times because of that.
not stable.. Best voxels ever.. gotta say this game is amazing a good tactical shooter like this is something i have been searching
for and havent found for years and this is quiet a relief
however there is a slight problem

the ai have two difficulties normal and hard
on normal its very easy to complete just about any mission enemies rarely shoot and/or hit anything
on hard however unless your very very good enemies kill off your team in a matter of seconds and just becomes overpoweringly
difficult and basically removes anything for teammates and you just become stupified

also the game hasnt aged well places are open empty and sometimes outright boring but you gotta think this was made about 20
years ago

although it has its flaws its old give it that
also since i don't think these type of games are done commonly (or at least aren't that good)
you also have to credit the game on that part to for doing it and decently
8.5/10 once again has its flaws but its a must buy i recomend buying the everything pack to but there are some pretty bad games
in it (im looking at you delta force extreme 2) but its still worth its price. ITS MY DAD"S!
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great nostalgia takes me back. All i need now is champ man 93/94 and half life. Kinda like bubble wrap, but more patriotic..
Delta Force, the game which revolutionised the FPS shooters and started the entire military shooter genre.

Delta Force is an old military simulator from 1998, developed by Novalogic, a company which was developing simulators for
US Military. The game has clearly aged quite well graphically, but the AI is quite good and the capabilities of the engine are
stunning even for modern standards. The engine supported huge, infinite maps thanks to voxels. They may look a bit blocky for
modern gamers, but it still looks good.

The gameplay is simple and quite well done. You get inserted by "Black Widow" (the Black Hawk pilot who accompanies the
Bravo squad throught the entire campaign) and you have several objectives to complete before you get extracted by Black
Widow. The objectives are usually simple such as "Destroy the SAMs on OBJ Knight" or "Attack OBJ Whiskey" etc.
There is a simple satellite map you can use for navigation and it is configurable in settings menu. The game has a checkpoint
system with checkpoints usually being reccomended routes. However you can ignore checkpoints completely and focus on
objectives.
The weapons do not have any recoil, but many weapons have usable sights and multiple firemodes. The game has a ballistics
simulation, meaning bullet drop is present.

For example the standard M4 with M203 has a 4x magnification sight and 3 firemodes (burst fire, semi auto and grenade
launcher).

The game has a loadout system, meaning you can choose your primary weapon, secondary weapon and equipment before you
start the mission.

Multiplayer is still active and has COOP mode, CTF and Team Deathmatch modes.

Simply a classical shooter.. I can only recommendthis to those who want a trip down nostalgia lane. I can't begin to remember
how many hours I spent playing this online over a 56k connection until the DSL only servers took over. Sadly, it doesn't hold up
very well (especially with Delta Force Xtreme being out) and the last time I played multiplayer---it was plagued with cheaters. I
still have this on disk, but bought it to show my DF love. If only we'd gotten to taste Angel Falls.. A great and interactive door
opener for a war game industry that had a lot to learn from this one.
Even today its still interactive and if they remaster it, I would defently buy it.. My Dad loves this game.. Very nice little game. It
has, in my opinion, aged very well compared to other early shooters. The only issue I have is the default control scheme, which
can be changed in the options menu anyway so that isn't really a huge issue. The weapon variety is limited compared to its
sequels, but all of them are useful in their own way. As for levels, the game has a decent number. Five campaigns with multiple
missions each. The levels are open world as well. While the worlds are fairly empty except for vegitation or rocks, the ability to
pretty much alter the path you take in missions entirely is quite fun.. The game is old as hell and the graphics looks like
minecraft but the shooting is very fun! The missions are varied but it all boils down to kill everyone and blow things up and that
is what the game does best!. I recommend this only if it is ON SALE. Evokes nostalgia, but gets old fast. Just play Land
Warrior.
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